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Abstract 
There has not been any personal engineering calculator applying Prime Numbers as unique part of its functions yet. There are no 
proven formula for some mathematical calculations and special cases. We will use mathematical logic and computer 
programming. We aimed to implement some of these calculations with a new calculation method and possible solution for users 
to accelerate operations on Prime Numbers by developing Rayeshgar Plan. Prime Number calculations are major part of 
Rayeshgar as a complicated issue without any routine proved formula. By using math logic and programming and being 
applicable device based on Prime Number principles, Rayeshgar will access to unsolved desired functions and results. It is 
inventor's honor to state nine applied buttons are installed on Rayeshgar implementing different operations on Prime numbers 
and in future it will be improved to 12.This calculator can be used in encryption and decoding systems, security and 
confidentiality signed electronic confirmation of letters. It can be predicted Rayeshgar and all its facilities will be used as new 
product development on professional calculators soon Rayeshgar as a calculator of Prime Numbers is registered in US Copyright 
on June 2009 and as a patent in Iran 2010. 
Keywords: Rayeshgar, Calculator, Prime Number, Math Logic, New Product Development. 
1. Introduction 
Some of the specific formulas and math calculations have not been proven to be such cases can be mathematical 
logic and programming benefited. Rayeshgar plan is therefore to try some of these calculations with a new 
calculation method and problem solving possible for users, and enough quick. For example, prime numbers as a big 
part of this project has not a special formula but by programming, mathematical logic and principle of prime 
numbers can be applied in several operations. 
1.1. Calculators versus computers
The fundamental difference between calculators and computers is that computers can be programmed to perform 
different tasks while calculators are pre-designed with specific functions built in, for example addition, 
multiplication, logarithms, etc. While computers may be used to handle numbers, they can also manipulate words, 
images or sounds and other tasks they have been programmed to handle. However, the distinction between the two 
is quite blurred; some calculators have built-in programming functions, ranging from simple formula entry to full 
programming languages such as RPL or TI-BASIC. Graphing calculators in particular can, along with PDAs, be 
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viewed as direct descendants of the 1980s pocket computers, essentially calculators with full keyboards and 
programming capability. 
The market for calculators is extremely price-sensitive, to an even greater extent than the personal computer 
market; typically the user desires the least expensive model having a specific feature set, but does not care much 
about speed (since speed is constrained by how fast the user can press the buttons). Thus designers of calculators 
strive to minimize the number of logic elements on the chip, not the number of clock cycles needed to do a 
computation. 
For instance, instead of a hardware multiplier, a calculator might implement floating point mathematics with code 
in ROM, and compute trigonometric functions with the CORDIC algorithm because CORDIC does not require 
hardware floating-point. Bit serial logic designs are more common in calculators whereas bit parallel designs 
dominate general-purpose computers, because a bit serial design minimizes the languages chip complexity, but takes 
many more clock cycles. (Again, the line blurs with high-end calculators, which use processor chips associated with 
computer and embedded systems design, particularly the Z80, MC68000, and ARM architectures, as well as some 
custom designs specifically made for the calculator market.) 
1.2. Definition of Prime Numbers
In mathematics, a prime number (or a prime) is a natural number that has exactly two distinct natural number 
divisors: 1 and itself. The smallest twenty-five prime numbers (all the prime numbers under 100) are: 
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97. 
2. Fundamental Theorems about prime numbers 
x Theorem 1: The number of prime numbers is infinite. 
x Theorem 2: (Fundamental theorem of arithmetic): Every natural number greater than 1 can be written to the 
product of prime numbers. 
x Theorem 3: (Chebyshev's theorem): If a natural number n greater than 3 and there is certainly "a prime 
number between n and 2n”.  
x Theorem 4: Each even number can be written as sum of two prime numbers.  
x Theorem 5: Every odd number (including primes) can be converted as sum of three prime numbers (proof 
based on theorem 4)  
x Theorem 6: Any odd number can be as square of a prime number plus one. 
Theorems in the about prime numbers have been used in this calculator and it is noteworthy that Theorems 4 and 
5 international level mathematics still remained without proof, but in this calculator are applied.  
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3. Description and explanation of invented elements
Prime numbers as gravity of engineering calculators to be personal and unique, it is 
proud that so far nine functional operations as "elements of invention" in this calculator 
are applicable and in new future will be improved to 12. 
3.1. Calculating nth prime number 
If the set is assumed a sequence of prime numbers, each of these sequences 
have a special index that is a member of the natural numbers, then:  
P = (2, 3, 5 ...)  P  P(1) = 2, P (2) = 3, P (3) = 5 ...  
This button features the calculators is that by entering the desired index 
number is calculated related prime number. 
3.2. Index number for input prime number
This feature buttons: the first by entering the desired number in the index 
calculator, it is obtained. For example: 
P-1={1,2,3,..} P-1  P-1(2)=1 , P-1(3)=2 , P-1(5)=3 … 
Figure 2 - The index number for 263 is 56. 
3.3. Decomposition of a number into prime 
numbers (Factorization)
Can be by entering the desired number in the 
calculator, the number of natural decomposition in 
the first operating performance for this simple 
algorithm is used to parse the numbers. For 
example, parsing number 4790016 is the 
following:  
4790016 = 2x2x2x2x2x2x2x3x3x3x3x3x7x11  
Figure 3 – Integer factorization of 4790016 to the prime number.
Figure 1 - 56th prime number is 263
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3.4. Converting an even number into sum of two prime numbers
By entering an even number as input (Theorem 4) a calculator will convert 
it to sum of two prime numbers For example, entry number 48 is a 43 +5 
is shown.  
3.5. Converting odd numbers greater than 10 to sum of three prime 
numbers
Entering integer larger than 10 (case 5) with the help of a calculator 
section 3.4 of the desired number converting to sum of three prime 
numbers shows, for example,  when integer is 43 it will be converted into 
sum of 3 prime numbers: 17 + 19 +7 are shown.  
Figure 5 - convert of number 43 to Total Three prime numbers: 7 +19 +17 
3.6. The first prime number after (larger) a given integer 
This calculator id designed such as to find out a prime number (greater 
than) for any input number. For example, if input is number 80 number 83 
as a prime number greater than 80 shows, and if this continues then 
primes larger than 83 are shown.  
3.7. The first prime number before (smaller) a given integer
This calculators is designed in such a way that for a given number like 80 
it will show first prime number (smaller) than 80. For example, our input 
is number 80 shows the number 73 if it continues primes smaller than 73 
to be displayed prior to reach number two. 
3.8. Distinguishing a number to be prime or not
By entering a number to the calculator, announces that it is a prime number 
or not no longer have the time to identify the number or the first compound, 
we save time in this regard. For example, if integer is number 23 this 
calculator to announce that the prime number, and if the input number 24 is 
this calculator to announce that the integer is composite (not prime)  
Figure 8 – is 23 prime? 
3.9. Select random prime numbers 
Pressing a button on the calculator in less than a few seconds of the random 
prime number is calculated. Its application can be for encryption system, or 
even as a password.  
Figure 4 – Converting number 48 as sum of two prime numbers: 43 +5
Figure 6 - First prime number after 80
Figure 7 – First smaller prime number than 80
Figure 9 - The random prime number
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4. Applications of prime number's calculator 
The most important applications of this calculator can be cited the following cases:  
A) creating secure encryption language  
Using primes for encryption banking systems, databases, electronic circuits, encryption of confidential e-mail, 
encrypted password entry in the database (such as MD5, MD6), and electronic signature ....  
B) Decoding security systems  
Decoding the secret letters, decoding user information database and... .  
C) To shorten website links by help of primes  
for example, a long link like:  
http://www.rayeshgar.ir/question.php?id=eccbc87e4b5ce2fe28308fd9f2a7baf3  
Can form a simple prime number is expressed as:  
http://neet.ir/5323/  
D – Application in CAPTCHA:  
benefits within CAPTCHA are: 
D.1) to prevent spam  
D.2) designed to prevent robots Login  
D.3) identify human and computers  
E) use of primes in the CAPTCHA by localizing  
CAPTCHA with a question (which is the same picture that includes words that the user will be asked to 
enter them) and the correct answer and response to the user. Here primes can help correct answer can be encrypted, 
for example, A = 2 and b =3 and c = 5 and ... Now we want the AB encryption A = 2 * 10 ^ 0 and b = 3 * 10 ^ 1 of 
the two together is that we are 32. In this way a word is encryption. CAPTCHA can be the correct answer in 
response to user encryption and can be compared at the end. Prime numbers needed on this issue can be obtained 
quickly through calculator. All mathematical theorems that are related to the primes, even still some not proven 
theorems of mathematics are not always true, but are applied by this calculator.  
5. Results and targeting 
This calculator so far is innovation and has won prizes in this behalf by Kharazmi Youth Festival Award. 
(Attached) and it has outstanding capabilities in math and computer programming. 
Registered in US copyright and also as a patent in Iranian Industrial Property Institute. 
Combination of mathematical problems and solve them through computer programming often discover the 
pure mathematical problem solving step has taken more long. 
Subject of this calculator by all prominent professors and Research Institute of Sharif University of Science 
and Technology have been approved and complimentary solutions offered from the Institute of Technology Elmo 
Sanat to be followed in the future to be located. 
6. Development Plan
A – Square of any prime number other than 2 and 3(assume n as Natural numbers) then = 24n+1.  
B - View all other modes about 3.4 and 3.5  
C - A way to enhance speed and increase the scope of computing  
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